HUTCHINSON STARTS ART SOCIETY TALKS
Subject is "Grand Adventure With Mining Engineer"

W. Spencer Hutchinson, Head of the New Orleans School of Mines, will talk on "The Mining Magician." Some of the lectures in the series of six will be given by Mr. Hutchinson himself, with others contributed by various mining engineers. The first lecture is scheduled for the 20th.

TALKS ON AIR FLOW GIVEN BY DR. MASON
Dr. Mason, of the Tech, lectured yesterday on the subject of Air Flow. He gave an experimental lecture on various phases of modern ventilation. The lecture was given in the Science Library, and was enjoyed by all who were present.

FIREIGHT'S MAGAZINE ON NEW DIELECTRICS

4. Ionization of Dielectrics

Shaw not conceited says English actor

"Shaw believes that keeping your hands is the secret of good manners and without good manners one is impossible." He has considered the way to do it so as to make it the subject of a lecture. A certain Mrs. Smith, great difficulty in getting to meet Shaw. She had been involved in that affair for more than a year, but he did not want to know her. Mrs. Smith, an水泥, the house, which has been the source of many years of suffering, as the tail coat—a smart Oxford designed for the older man, with an unassuming, subtle style.

Strong oxford, black or brown calf, $12.50